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/ Case study /

Getac F110 redefines excellence at
Emerson Network Power with its
robust and powerful performance

/ Challenge /
Emerson Network Power is a
global leader in providing power,
control, and monitoring, cooling
access and manageability solutions.
The engineers at Emerson worked
under the environment which
was frequently prone to rough
handling and frequent drops. To
ensure
connectivity,
efficient
performance on the move and
convenient operation they needed
a heavy-duty device that met the
challenging atmosphere they
faced routinely.

/ Solution /
Getac F110 is a truly rugged
computer that provides a potent
blend of powerful i5 Core processors, advanced LTE connectivity,
and large 11.6-inch touchscreen.
With QuadraClear® technology
for sunlight readability, lightweight
and longer battery life, the
devices redefined heavy-duty
mobility taking care of the crucial
operations in a smooth manner.

/ Benefit /
With Getac’s reliable quality and
intelligent design, the devices
have brought about a streamlined operational efficiency at
Emerson enabling the company
to reduce servicing time and
increasing overall efficiency by
several notches.

“Getac has brought immense value to our engineers, empowering them to provide efficient service
to the industrial facilities, communication networks and data centers. The touchscreen and added
battery life coverage is of amazing value to our engineers who work on rotating 24/7 rosters”
- Mohammad Emran, IT Helpdesk Support Specialist.
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improved and effective analysis of data was
accomplished with the large screen feature in
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required tools and cables attached to them, the
devices were easily prone to drops, scratches,
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/ About Emerson Network Power /
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